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Abstract
The recent rapid growth of mobile network traffic places multi-access edge computing in an
important position to reduce network load and improve network capacity and service quality.
Contrasting with traditional mobile cloud computing, multi-access edge computing includes a
base station cooperative cache layer and user cooperative cache layer. Selecting the most
appropriate cache content according to actual needs and determining the most appropriate
location to optimize the cache performance have emerged as serious issues in multi-access
edge computing that must be solved urgently. For this reason, a cache placement algorithm
based on comprehensive utility in big data multi-access edge computing (CPBCU) is proposed
in this work. Firstly, the cache value generated by cache placement is calculated using the
cache capacity, data popularity, and node replacement rate. Secondly, the cache placement
problem is then modeled according to the cache value, data object acquisition, and
replacement cost. The cache placement model is then transformed into a combinatorial
optimization problem and the cache objects are placed on the appropriate data nodes using
tabu search algorithm. Finally, to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm, a
multi-access edge computing experimental environment is built. Experimental results show
that CPBCU provides a significant improvement in cache service rate, data response time, and
replacement number compared with other cache placement algorithms.
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1. Introduction

The large-scale popularization of smart phones and mobile devices in recent years, combined
with the explosive growth of rich media applications, is generating massive data in the
communication system. According to a prediction report by Cisco VNI in 2019, global mobile
data traffic will reach 930 EB by 2022, at which point mobile video traffic will account for 79%
of the total mobile traffic [1]. The rapid growth of mobile traffic, especially the development
of video based broadband and low delay services, has created significant challenges to mobile
networks. The pressure of network bandwidth is increasing dramatically and heavy mobile
application traffic places huge pressure on mobile backhaul core networks. Additionally, with
the increase of network bandwidth, the probability of network congestion increases greatly
and can lead to a rise in packet loss rate and end-to-end network delay, directly impairing user
experience [2].
Deploying the content of computing processing capacity and user needs on edge devices
such as base stations closer to users is an effective way to alleviate peak traffic congestion and
achieve low latency [3]. Thus come into being the technology of multi-access edge computing.
As edge devices such as base stations are very close to users in geographical location, they are
highly suitable for providing edge services. Deploying content caching on edge devices such
as base stations and providing edge services has also become an important research direction
for both academia and industry [4].
An effective edge caching architecture provides numerous benefits, including [5-7]: (1)
When a user requests, if the cache node near the user has cached the user's request content, the
user can obtain the content directly from the cache node nearby, instead of establishing a
connection with the core server at the far end. This reduces data transmission pressure of the
core network; (2) Mobile users deriving the request content from the adjacent cache nodes can
greatly reduce user delay; (3) The use of edge cache technology can lower the number of user
requests to the remote core server and reduce user request processing pressure on the remote
server. The cache architecture in big data multi-access edge computing environment is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
File server

Mobile Core cloud

Cache data
Acer station
Cellular base station
Wireless Signal Processing & Network

Multi-access edge computing environment

Fig. 1. Cache architecture in big data multi-access edge computing environment
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In the actual deployment of cache content, the user's access behavior and the update of
cache content are highly dynamic [8]. The main problems to address for cache placement
decisions are which content should be selected for caching and which data nodes should cache
content be placed on. Therefore, how to select the appropriate cache content according to the
actual needs and find the most appropriate location to optimize the cache performance must
still be determined.
This paper analyzes the characteristics of cached data objects and data nodes. By using the
three factors of cache object acquisition, cache value, and replacement cost, a comprehensive
utility model is obtained and the best data node is calculated by tabu search algorithm. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) The cache value generated by cache placement is calculated using cache capacity, data
popularity, and node replacement rate. The cache placement problem is then modeled
according to cache value, data object acquisition, and replacement cost;
(2) The cache placement model is transformed into a combinatorial optimization problem.
Combined with the concept of the tabu search algorithm, a cache placement algorithm based
on comprehensive utility in multi-access edge computing environment is proposed;
(3) A multi-access edge computing environment is built to verify the feasibility and
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Experimental results show that the cache placement
algorithm based on comprehensive utility in multi-access edge computing environments
(CPBCU) provides a significant improvement in cache service rate, data response time, and
the number of replacement data compared with other cache placement algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3
describes the cache placement model in edge computing environment. Section 4 presents the
cache placement algorithm based on comprehensive utility in multi-access edge computing
environment. Section 5 describes the details of our proposed algorithms. Section 6 provides
comparison and analysis of experiment results, followed by the conclusion in Section 7.

2. Related work
Cache placement strategies in multi-access edge computing have become a popular research
topic in recent years [9~10]. This section introduces its development status in China and
abroad, and points out some problems identified in the research.
2.1 Cache placement for improving hit rate
Many scholars have studied methods to improve the hit rate through file cache with limited
cache capacity. Pantisano F et al. [11] proposed a novel cache-aware user association
algorithm, which calculates the request distribution of each base station file, caches the file
according to the popularity of the file, and maximizes the hit probability by using the optimal
user access based on the matching algorithm. Zheng C et al. [12] studied network edge caching
using big data and machine learning methods to estimate content popularity and design active
caching strategy. In this way, the performance of the network can be improved and the
growing demand for wireless resources can be alleviated. Müller S et al. [13] proposed a novel
algorithm for context-aware proactive caching, updating the cache content by learning the
context information of connected users regularly so as to improve the hit rate. Wang X et al.
[14] proposed an integration of the deep reinforcement learning technology and federated
learning framework with mobile edge systems to optimize mobile edge computing, caching,
and communication. Lei L et al. [15] presented a viable alternative to the conventional
methods for caching optimization, employing an algorithm which uses deep neural network to
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analyze the optimization algorithm of cache content distribution, facilitating a mobile edge
network achieve cache content distribution with the lowest energy consumption. Tao M et al.
[16] proposed a file caching strategy to improve the hit rate and reduce the pressure of
backhaul bandwidth. In this work, it was determined that in cooperative transmission, multiple
base stations can provide access services for the same user, but the base stations must obtain
the same file from the core network at the same time, increasing the backhaul pressure. Qu J et
al. [17] proposed a greedy algorithm for cache content placement which transforms the
problem of cache placement into the problem of maximizing the single tone submodule
function.
2.2 Cache placement to reduce latency
With the increase of cache file hit rate, users are more likely to obtain files directly from the
nearby base station and other edge devices, so file transmission delay will be greatly reduced.
Numerous studies have explored the effect of file caching on reducing file transmission delay.
Wang Y et al. [18] proposed a distributed algorithm with polynomial complexity. This
algorithm reduces the delay of file transmission by file caching and transforms the
optimization problem into a facility location problem. Spivak A et al. [19] proposed an
approach for the improvement of data placement. The algorithm considers the memory
capacity, CPU number, and other attributes, and uses Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS)
cache to improve the task performance. Xie R et al. [20] studied the cooperation between core
network cache and base station cache in 5G, proposing a heterogeneous cooperation cache
strategy for energy universities to achieve energy efficiency optimization of network system.
Liao J et al. [21] studied the optimization of content cache placement in which file and cache
sizes are different and multicast transmission is used to minimize the average return rate. Ren
D et al. [22] proposed a group based cache strategy which considers the allocation of storage
resources to reduce the average delay and total energy consumption of the content. Wei J et al.
[23] studied the cooperation scheme between multi access edge computing (MEC) servers to
optimize the performance of content caching and delivery between MEC and mobile devices.
In this work, the cooperative cache problem is formalized as an integer linear programming
problem and solved by subgradient optimization algorithm. Yu R et al. [24] explored the
application of scalable video coding technology in collaborative video caching and inter cell
scheduling to further improve the cache capacity of system collation.
In addition, the current cache placement methods contain the following problems: (1) Few
studies comprehensively consider the cache capacity of nodes and the number of node
replacements; (2) The cache price value of the combination of data popularity, node
replacement number, and node cache capacity is rarely considered; In response to these
limitations, a cache placement algorithm based on comprehensive utility in multi-access edge
computing environments (CPBCU) is proposed.

3. Cache Placement Model for Multi-access Edge Computing
3.1 Cache placement for improving hit rate
In the multi-access edge computing environment, the architecture of cache placement based on
comprehensive utility is shown in Fig. 2. The system mainly includes three parts: acquisition
of cache objects, cache value, and replacement cost of cache data. The acquisition of cache
object is the transmission of cache data from the data node storing the data to the data node to
be cached; the cache value comprehensively considers the data popularity, replacement rate,
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and cache capacity of the data node, so that the value of data caching to the data node is the
largest; the replacement cost refers to the possible replacement cost when the data is
transferred to the corresponding data node. This method can improve the utilization of cache
data and reduce the cost of cache replacement and system transmission. The main notations
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of main notations.

Notations

B ( n)
D ( m)
bi
dj
ri cac
ri mem
ri cpu
ri disk
Cap
R (1)
R (2)
R (3)
Repi
Popi
h(di ,d k )
Valuei j
Penaltyi j

Definition
Data block set
Data node set
the i data block
the j data node
The available cache capacity of data node i
The cache space size of data node i
the CPU speed of data node i
the memory read and write speed of data node i
Cache capacity of data node
The cache availability of data node
The CPU speed
The memory read-write speed of the data node
Replacement rate of data object i
Popularity of data object i
The network distance between data nodes d i and d k
The cache value of data i buffered on the j data node
The cache replacement cost generated by caching data i to data node j
cache placement
algorithm

data node

data

the distance
between data
nodes
the cache
availability

data popularity

CPU speed

cache capacity

memory
read-write
speed

replacement rate
Remaining cache
space
Number of cached data
objects

obtaining cache
objects

cache value
of data

replacement
cost

comprehen
sive utility

Tabu search
algorithm

Optimal placement

Fig. 2. Cache placement architecture based on comprehensive utility in big data multi-access edge
computing
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3.2 Factors affecting cache placement
In this paper, CPBCU algorithm is employed to consider the popularity of cache objects, cache
capacity of data nodes in edge devices, replacement rate of data nodes, network distance of
data nodes, and replacement cost, integrating these factors for unified quantification.
(1) Cache capacity of data nodes
Suppose the data block set to be cached is represented as B=
(n) {=
bi | i 1, 2,..., n} by n
data blocks, where bi represents the i data block. It is assumed in this work that when the edge
server cluster caches data, the data block size is the same and the data block size is set to mc .
The cluster data node set is composed of m data nodes, which is expressed as
D
=
(m) {=
d j | j 1, 2,..., m} , Where d j is the j data node and each data node has limited
cache space.
In multi-access edge computing, the purpose of caching data to data nodes is to improve the
efficiency of task execution and speed up service requests. Node cache capacity Cap is
(3)

(2)

(1)

determined by cache availability R , CPU speed R and memory read and write speed R .
As the three indicators use different calculation units, they must be homogenized. In this paper,
range method is used to measure all indicators.
The cache availability of data nodes is quantified by the following methods:
1) In an edge server cluster, the available cache capacity of each data node is ri cac ，and
cache space size is ri mem , where i = 1, 2,..., n .
2) The cache availability of each data node is calculated as: ri

use

= ri

mean of the available cache rates of the cluster data nodes is: avguse =

cac

rimem

, the arithmetic

n

∑r
i =1

i

use

n.

3) The normalization formula of the available cache rate of each data node on the cluster is
as follows:

Ri use =

riuse
avguse

(1)

4) Format the available cache rate of data nodes according to range method. The calculation
formula is:
(1)
i

R

=

Ri use − min Riuse + 1
i∈n

use
i

max R
i∈n

− min Riuse + 1

(2)

i∈n

In a similar way, CPU speed and The memory read-write speed can be obtained.
(2)
i

R

=

Ri cpu − min Ricpu + 1
i∈n

max Ricpu − min Ricpu + 1
i∈n

i∈n

(3)
i

R

=

Ri

disk

− min Ridisk + 1
i∈n

max Ridisk − min Ridisk + 1
i∈n

(3)

i∈n

Therefore, the cache capacity of each data node can be expressed as:

(4)
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Capi = 3 Ri(1) * Ri(2) * Ri(3)

(5)

(2) Replacement rate of data nodes
This paper introduces the cache replacement rate of data nodes, which can accurately
express the cache state and demand degree of data nodes and explain the timeliness of cache
data. The cache replacement rate Rep of a node represents the data size of the cache
replacement of a data node in the unit storage resource. The calculation formula is:
k

Repi = ∑ data j i ri mem

(6)

j =1

Where k represents the number of cache replacement of data node i , data j i is the data
size of data node i in the j replacement, and ri mem is the size of the cache space of data node
i . The larger the value of data node replacement rate is, the higher the missing rate of cached
data requests of the data node.
(3) Data popularity
The factors that affect the popularity of data mainly include the frequency of data access, the
average access time interval, and the recent nature of the access. The calculation formula of
data popularity Pop can be expressed as follows:

Popi =

Ai

*

n

∑A
j =1

T

now

1
− Ti last

Ti last − Ti first
Ai

(7)

j

where Ai is the number of times the data object i has been accessed, Ti last is the last time
that data object i was accessed, Ti first is the first time that data object i was accessed, T
the current time.

now

is

3.3 Cache placement model
The cache placement model is determined by three components: data object acquisition, cache
value, and replacement cost.
(1) Obtaining cache objects
Cache data must be acquired before it is placed in the cache. In this paper, the distance
between data nodes is used to represent cache data acquisition. The calculation formula of data
node j acquiring data block i is as follows:

Acqi j = h(di ,d k )

(8)

where h(di ,d k ) is the network distance between data nodes d i and d k , that is, the data
transmission overhead between two data nodes. In the multi-access edge computing
environment, the data node of cache data and the data node of storage copy cannot be the same
node, so h(di ,d k ) > 0 .
(2) Cache value of data
The calculation formula of cache value of data i buffered on the j data node is as follows:

=
Valuei j

Popi * Cap j
Popi
=
Rep j / Cap j
Rep j

(9)
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For increased convenience, variable xi , j is defined, which means that data block i is
placed on data node j , and the calculation formula is as follows:

1, data block i cached on data node j
xi , j = 
otherwise
0,

(10)

Therefore, the formula for calculating the total cache value of all data to be cached on the
data node can be expressed as follows:

=
Value

n

m

n

m

=
Value
∑∑
∑∑
j

=i 1 =j 1

i

Popi * Cap j * xi , j

=i 1 =j 1

Rep j

(11)

(3) Replacement cost
In the multi-access edge computing environment, when the cache is placed, it is assumed
that the data i is cached on the data node j . If the available cache capacity of the data node
can accommodate the data, the resulting replacement cost is 0. If the available cache capacity
of the data node cannot accommodate the data, the resulting replacement cost is mc / band j ,
where band j is the network bandwidth of data nodes and mc is the size of data. Therefore,
the calculation formula of cache replacement cost generated by caching data i to data node j
is as follows:

0, mc ≤ rj cac

Penaltyi j = 
mc
val = band , otherwise
j


(12)

During cache placement, the replacement cost of data node j is calculated as follows:
n

rj cac
≤0
0, k =∑ xi , j −
mc
i =1

penalty j = 
k
n
rj cac
mc

, k =∑ xi , j −
>0
∑
band j
mc
=
i 1
 p 1=

(13)

(4) Comprehensive utility
The calculation formula of the overall mathematical model of cache placement based on
comprehensive utility is as follows:
n

m

n

m

∑∑ xi, j *(Valuei j − Acqi j − Penaltyij )=∑∑ xi, j *（

=i 1 =j 1

=i 1 =j 1

Popi * R j
Rep j

- Acq i j - Penaltyij ) (14)

 x ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, m]
 i, j
 m
s.t. ∑ xi , j = n, ∀i ∈ [1, m]
 j =1

1≤
j | xi , j = 1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]} ≤ m
 {∑
Therefore, in the multi-access edge computing environment, the objective function of cache
placement problem is calculated as follows:
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n

m

max[∑∑ xi , j *（
=i 1 =j 1

Popi * R j
Rep j

- Acq i j - Penaltyij )]

(15)

 x ∈ {0,1}, ∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, m]
 i, j
 m
s.t. ∑ xi , j = n, ∀i ∈ [1, m]
 j =1

1 ≤ {∑ j | xi , j = 1, ∀i ∈ [1, n]} ≤ m

4. Determine the Initial Solution of Cache Placement Based on the
Placement Strategy of Replacement Rate
4.1 Equations
In the tabu search algorithm, the step of solving the optimal solution of the cache placement
problem is a process of locating the optimal solution in the tabu search process. Based on the
mathematical model of cache placement, the objective function of cache placement algorithm
is defined as:
(16)
f ( s ) = E1 − E2 − E3
Where E1 is the cache value of data placement, E2 is the cost of data acquisition, and E3
represents the replacement cost of data nodes. At the end of tabu search, the optimal solution
of cache placement is obtained.
4.2 Initial solution of cache placement based on placement strategy of
replacement rate
The initial solution of cache placement is obtained based on the priority placement algorithm
of replacement rate. The basic steps are as follows:
(1) The data object set to be cached is B=
(n) {=
bi | i 1, 2,..., n} , and the data node set in

=
(m) {=
d j | j 1, 2,..., m} ;
the edge server cluster is D
(2) Calculate the popularity of each data object as Popi , and sort it into a set Popset . The
replacement rate of each data node is calculated as Rep j and its composition set is Repset ;
(3) Perform steps 4, 5 and 6 for each cache data object in sequence and place the
corresponding cache data object on the corresponding data node;
(4) According to the popularity of each cached data object, the corresponding span of the
data block is calculated as span =
( Popi − min Pop ) ( max Popi − min Popi ) ;
(5) According to step 4, the span span is obtained and the replacement rate of the data
node placed by the data is calculated as=
rep span *(max Repi − min Repi ) + min Repi ;
(6) By comparing the rep with the Repset , the corresponding data nodes and the initial
solution of cache placement are both determined.
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5. Implementation of Cache Placement Algorithm for big data
Multi-access Edge Computing
5.1 Algorithm description
Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code description of cache placement algorithm based on
comprehensive utility in big data multi-access edge computing environments.
Algorithm 1: cache placement algorithm based on comprehensive utility
Input: B (n) is the data set to be cached, D (m) is the collection of data nodes in
Hadoop cluster
Output: Cache data placement result Result

i = 1 to n

1: for

do

2:

calculate the popularity Popi of each data block i

3:

save Popi to set Popset

4: end for
5: for j = 1 to m do
6:

Calculate the cache capacity Cap j of each data node j

7:

Calculate the replacement rate Rep j of each data node j

8:

save Cap j and Rep j to sets Capset and Repset , respectively

9: end for
10: for
11:
12:
13:
14:

i = 1 to n

do

Calculate the corresponding span of the data block i
Calculate the replacement rate of caching data block i to data node j
=
Rep span *(max Repi − min Repi ) + min Repi
for j = 1 to m do
if Rep j ∈ [  Rep  ,  Rep  ]
Save data node j to set Result

15:
16:

end if

17:

end for

18:end for
19: Calculate the objective function Sinit according to Result
20: set Scurrent = Sinit , Sbest = Sinit , and take the initial solution as the optimal solution
21: while

count < max do

22:

using Scurrent to form neighborhood Table List

23:

for

24:

k = 1 to List

do

Getting local optimal solution Scan by objective function

25:

end for

26:

if Scan is better than Sbest in the taboo table

27:

Sbest = Scan
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28:

end if

29:

if checkInList( Scan )=True

30:

Scurrent = Sbest

31:

else Scurrent = Scan

32:

addList( Scan )

33:

end if

count
= count + 1
35: end while
36: Get the optimal solution Result of cache data placement

34:

5.2 Algorithmic complexity analysis
In this paper, the total number of data placed in the cache is n , the number of data nodes is
m . The time complexity of cache placement optimization algorithm mainly includes two
parts:(1) Initial solution of cache placement: traverse each cache data and obtain an array of
placement results of data and data nodes using a placement algorithm based on displacement
rate. Therefore, the time complexity of initial solution is o(n* m) ; (2) Solution optimization
of cache placement: the initial size is n tabu array. Perform a tabu search based on the
principle of tabu search algorithm. Therefore, the time complexity of solution optimization is
o(n 2 ) . Generally, n > m , so the time complexity of cache placement is o(n 2 ) .

6. Experimental Verification and Comparison
6.1 Experimental environment and configuration
(1) Experimental environment
The multi-access edge computing environment was composed of edge servers and core clouds.
The edge servers included nine local hosts and the core cloud was hosted on Alibaba Cloud.
The configuration of the edge server cluster node is shown in Table 2 and the configuration of
the core cloud is shown in Table 3.
Host name
Master
Slave1-Slave3

Slave4-Slave6

Slave7-Slave9

Table 2. Multi-access edge cloud node configuration
Configuration
IP
CPU:8-core(i7-9700)
192.168.201.20
RAM:16GB DISK:2TB
192.168.1.2(VPN)
CPU:8-core(i7-9700)
192.168.201.21
RAM:8GB DISK:512GB
192.168.201.22
192.168.201.23
CPU:4-core(i5-9400F)
192.168.201.24
RAM:8GB DISK:1TB
192.168.201.25
192.168.201.26
CPU:4-core(i3-9100)
192.168.201.27
RAM:8GB DISK:512GB
192.168.201.28
192.168.201.29

node function
edge orchestrator
edge servers

edge servers

edge servers
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Central cloud
service provider
Master

Slave1

Slave2

Table 3. Central cloud instance configuration
Configuration
IP
CPU:1-core Inter(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2680 v3 2.50GHz;
RAM:4GB Bandwidth:30Mbps
CPU:1-core Inter(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2680 v3 2.50GHz;
RAM:2GB Bandwidth:20Mbps
CPU:1-core Inter(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2680 v3 2.50GHz;
RAM:1GB Bandwidth:10Mbps
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node function

121.42.206.150
192.168.1.10（VPN）

Central cloud
server

121.42.206.151
192.168.1.11

Central cloud
server

121.42.206.152
192.168.1.12（VPN）

Central cloud
server

(2) Evaluation index
1) Cache service rate: refers to the probability that the requested data is responded to by the
data node cache. This indicator is used to reflect the advantages and disadvantages of the cache
placement algorithm. The calculation formula is:
γ =α β
(17)
Where α is the number of accessed data stored in the cache and β is the total amount of
data accessed.
2) Data response time: refers to the time required to access data, which is predominantly
used in this paper to test the impact of the cache placement algorithm on data access.
3) Displacement number: refers to the ratio of the number of evicted operations in the data
node's cache to the cache capacity. This indicator reflects the number of data cached in the data
node's cache and the performance of the placement strategy. Its calculation formula is:

δi
m
i =1 ri
n

λ =∑

(18)

Where δ i is the number of cache eviction operations of data node i , ri is the cache
capacity of data node i , and m is the total number of data nodes.
6.1 Experimental results and analysis
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm, the CPBCU algorithm proposed
in this paper was compared with D2D-CCP algorithm [17] and the original centralized cache
management (CCM) in HDFS. The experiment in this section adopts the control variable
method, that is, only one variable is changed in each experiment, while the other variables are
the same. Each experiment is repeated 10 times under the same conditions, and the average
value is taken as the final experimental result.
(1) Influence of cache capacity on algorithm performance
This group of experiments mainly explored the effect of different cache capacity on the
performance of the algorithm. The range of cache capacity of each data node was 20~50 data
blocks. The experimental simulation placed 100 cache data blocks and randomly read 200 data
blocks in HDFS. The experimental results are provided in Fig. 3, 4, and 5.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of cache service rates in different cache capacities

Fig. 3 shows the change of cache service rate in different cache capacity. It can be seen that
CCM algorithm has the lowest cache service rate, CPBCU algorithm has the highest cache
service rate. When the cache capacity is increased from 20 to 80, the cache service rates of the
three algorithms also increase. Among them, the cache service rate of D2D-CCP algorithm
rises by about 5% and the cache service rate of the algorithm proposed in this paper is
increased by about 10%. This is because with the increase of cache capacity, the cache of data
nodes can hold more data objects and the cache hit rate will increase, so the cache service rate
of data nodes will also rise.
CCM

D2D-CCP

CPBCU

1100

data response time (ms)

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
20

25

30

35

40

45

cache capacity
Fig. 4. Comparison of data response time in different cache capacities

50
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Fig. 5. Comparison of replacement number in different cache capacities

Fig. 4 shows the change of data response time in varying cache capacity. It can be seen from
the figure that with the increase of cache capacity, the data response time of the three
algorithms decrease and the response time of CPBCU algorithm and D2D-CCP algorithm is
less than that of CCM algorithm. This is because with the increase of cache capacity, data
nodes can hold more cache data and the speed of data acquisition in cache is much faster than
that in disk, so the data response time decreases with the increase of cache capacity.
Fig. 5 shows the results of the replacement number with different cache capacity. It can be
seen from the figure that with the increase of cache capacity, the number of replacements of
the three algorithms decreases, with the smallest number of replacements from CPBCU
algorithm, the highest number of replacements by CCM algorithm. This is because the
CPBCU algorithm considers the popularity and the replacement rate of data nodes, making the
data objects with high popularity difficult to replace.

Fig. 6. Comparison of cache service rates in different data numbers
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Fig. 7. Comparison of data response time in different data numbers

(2) Influence of data number on algorithm performance
This experiment focused on the effect of different data numbers on the performance of the
algorithm. The number of data varied from 20 to 120, and the experimental results are shown
in Fig. 6, 7, and 8.
Fig. 6 shows the change of cache service rate in different data numbers. It can be seen
from the figure that the cache service rates of the three algorithms are augmented with an
increasing number of data. In a certain number of data, CCM algorithm has the lowest cache
service rate, while D2D-CCP algorithm and CPBCU algorithm have higher cache service rate.
This is because in the process of cache placement, CPBCU algorithm takes into account the
popularity of cache data objects and the replacement cost of data nodes. By caching the data
with high popularity to the data nodes with low replacement number, it can ensure that the data
with high flow is not easily replaced.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the change of data response time in different data numbers. It
can be seen from the figure that as the number of data increases, the response time of the three
algorithms rises. Among them, CCM algorithm has the longest response time, CPBCU
algorithm has the lowest response time. This is because CPBCU algorithm places the data with
high popularity on the data nodes with low replacement number, further increasing the hit rate
of cache data, which makes the response time of CPBCU algorithm the shortest.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of replacement numbers in different data numbers

Fig. 8 shows the change results of the replacement number in different data numbers. It
can be seen from the figure that when the number of data is small, the replacement number of
the three algorithms is relatively small, while when the number of data is large, the
replacement number of the three algorithms is relatively large. This is because as the number
of data increases, the number of data replaced in the data node cache will increase, so the
number of replacements will continue to rise.
(3) Influence of data popularity on algorithm performance
This experiment mainly explored the influence of different data popularity on the
performance of the algorithm. The popularity ranged from 0.3 to 0.9. In the experiment, 100
cache data blocks were placed and 200 data blocks in HDFS were randomly read. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 9, 10, and 11.
Fig. 9 shows the change of cache service rate in different data popularity. It can be seen
from the figure that with the increasing popularity of data, the cache service rate of the three
algorithms improve. Among them, CCM algorithm has the lowest cache service rate, while
D2D-CCP algorithm and CPBCU algorithm have higher cache service rate. This is because
with the increasing popularity of data, the number of data objects that can hit the cache grows
and the cache service rate also increases. In addition, CPBCU algorithm places the data with
high popularity on the data nodes with low replacement number, which further increases the
hit rate of cache data and makes the cache service rate of CPBCU algorithm the highest.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of cache service rate in different data popularity

Fig. 10. Comparison of response time in different data popularity

Fig. 10 shows the results of data response time changes in different data popularity
conditions. It can be seen from the figure that CCM algorithm has the longest response time,
CPBCU algorithm has the shortest response time. This is because CPBCU algorithm considers
data popularity and replacement cost, which ensures that data with high popularity is not easily
replaced.
Fig. 11 shows the change of the replacement number in different data popularity. It can
be seen from the figure that with the increase of data popularity, the replacement number of the
three algorithms declines, with the replacement number of CPBCU algorithm declining the
fastest. This is because D2D-CCP algorithm and CPBCU algorithm take into account the
popularity of data objects. In addition, CPBCU algorithm also considers caching the data with
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high popularity to the data nodes with low replacement number, which can ensure that the data
is not easily replaced, thus reducing the replacement number.

Fig. 11. Comparison of replacement number of in different data popularity

6.3 Experiment summary
Through the analysis of the above three groups of experiments, the following conclusions
can be drawn: (1) The size of the cache capacity, the number of data, and the popularity of data
all have a certain impact on the cache placement algorithm. The larger the cache capacity, the
lower the number of data, the higher the popularity of data, and the longer the cache placement
time, otherwise, the cache content should be updated frequently; (2) The CPBCU algorithm
proposed in this paper considers the popularity of data and the characteristics of data nodes,
obtaining superior response time and cache service rate compared to other similar algorithms.

7. Conclusion and future work
To fully explore the potential capabilities of the multi-access edge cache, this paper
employed node cache capacity, data popularity, and node replacement rate to calculate the
cache value generated by cache placement. The cache placement problem was modeled by
considering three aspects: cache value, data object acquisition, and replacement cost. On this
basis, combined with the tabu search algorithm, a cache placement algorithm based on
comprehensive utility in big data multi-access edge computing environment was proposed.
This algorithm can reduce network transmission overhead and replacement costs as well as
improve the cache utilization. In the future, diversified scenarios bring diversified challenges
to the network, and the caching technology also needs to be continuously optimized with the
changes of services. For example, how to deal with the changes of wireless network state
caused by mobile users switching between base stations, and how to ensure the service
experience and maximize the caching benefit in the process of users moving are worthy of
research.
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